
 

mefa by aryasri pdf free download teaching that mefa is a more egalitarian and less ritualistic alternative to the hadith. it falls under a branch of sunni tradition known as batiniyya. batiniyya was accused of heresy and became an association of heretics in some parts for its more spiritual interpretation of certain religious texts, what mefa calls "interior" or mystical meanings, as opposed to relying on
textual analysis or consideration with "exterior" meanings (daleel). mefa was also accused of being a heretical sect by some members of sunni tradition, leading to a war in afghanistan for a period between sunni and batiniyya. madarasa-e-hadith is not a school or institution in its own right, but instead an association of madaris that embrace the idea that hadith were not created from the words of the
prophet. mefa is associated with some madaris in afghanistan, especially madarasa-e-hadith madrassa in Jalalabad city. it tries to follow many of the teachings of hadith and fiqh but also some clergymen beliefs. it is also said to have some non traditional beliefs. for example, mefa does not consider the moon to be a sun, but rather an object reflecting the light of the true sun. according to some reports,
government officials in afghanistan are scared of this movement, because its members are increasing day by day. it is also called al-jilani movement also. the founder of this movement is said to be hazrat syed sibghatullah shah kabuli zinda pir who was born in 1253 ad in kabul city. his father's name was muhammad yusuf shah and his mother's name zeenat bibi. he was a great spiritual master and is
ranked among the most prestigious of the sufi masters in the history of islamic mysticism. he was also one of the direct successors of baba fariduddin ganjshakar. this great reformer and spiritual master died in 1389 ad and his mausoleum is situated in kalakhi city, kabul province, afghanistan. 
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